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Waterway scour is a direct result of the hydrodynamic shear stresses acting on the stream bed and 
banks.  However, scour assessment and design guidance within Australia commonly adopt a velocity 
based approach or minor design storm event differences as a proxy for scour potential.  This is 
generally thought to simplify assessments due to the limited understanding of bed shear stress. 
 
Advancements in hydraulic software capabilities have enabled the direct output of bed shear stresses 
for analysis of scour potential within waterways.  Practitioners can therefore adopt more accurate bed 
shear stress analysis generally as accessible as former velocity based assessments.   
 
Hydraulic model results and maps illustrate the effectiveness of both approaches. A number of 
scenarios of high bed shear stress and corresponding relatively low velocity magnitudes are 
presented.  These occurrences can result in unforeseen problem areas and/or insufficient waterway 
protection design compared to when a peak velocity approach alone is adopted.  Conversely, areas of 
high velocity and low bed shear stresses can result in over-designed erosion protection. 
 
This paper is aimed at practitioners, providing fundamental advice, guidance and examples to conduct 
bed shear analysis as part of a hydraulic assessment.  Furthermore, it will assist assessment officers 
to effectively review these assessments to deliver informed decisions. 
 
It is encouraged that relevant guidelines and development codes of authorities and organisations are 
updated to accordingly to determine waterway scour potentials.   

1. INTRODUCTION 

Waterway scour, or the removal of bed material due to the hydrodynamic forces associated with 
discharge, is a natural process of waterway morphology that generally reaches an equilibrium under 
static external conditions.  However, waterways are rarely static, and as we encroach into waterways 
and floodplains, we seek to control this morphology. 
 
Assessment authorities, such as local Councils or state governments, are tasked to ensure 
development proposals are safe, sustainable and do not cause adverse impacts external to the site.  
Ideally, full hydro-morphologic modelling and assessment provides the greatest capability to determine 
waterway scour potential.  However, this requires extensive knowledge, data, time/effort and fees that 
would be overly onerous to expect this of all development applications. 
 
Therefore, a hydraulic assessment of the pre- and post-developed conditions of the area under design 
flood flows is generally considered adequate, with the potential impact to a waterway’s scour potential 
assessed using velocity based methods.   
 
This criteria provides rapid and easily understood metrics for practitioners and assessors alike, with all 
commonly adopted hydraulic software packages capable of producing peak velocities and familiar 
guidance provided in the Queensland Urban Drainage Manual (IPWEAQ, 2016), Brisbane City Council 
Natural Channel Design Guidelines (BCC, 2013), the Guidelines for the Design of River Bank Stability 
and Protection using RIP-RAP (CRC, 2005) and various Catchments and Creeks (C&C) guidelines to 
name a few. 
 
However, velocity is only one variable of waterway scour, hydrodynamic forces of flow are defined as: 
 

 = ρgyS (1) 
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Where:  = Shear Stress (N/m2), ρ = Density of fresh water (1,000 kg/m3), g = gravitational 

acceleration (9.81 m/s2), y = flow depth (m) and S = water surface slope (m/m). 
 
Expressing Equation (1) above as a function of velocity: 
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Where: V – flow velocity (m/s) and n = Manning coefficient (s/m1/3) 
 
It can be seen from Equation (2) that hydraulic roughness and flow depth are also functions of bed 
shear stress, hence velocity should not be used in isolation for determining waterway scour potential. 
 
Furthermore, in a bank-full prismatic channel example, maximum flow velocity occurs just below the 
water surface, whereas the maximum shear stress occurs near the channel bed.  The relationship for 
natural channels is more complex due to turbulence from rough bed forms, variable cross sectional 
profiles and meandering reaches.  Therefore, velocity can produce mapping inversely proportional to 
bed shear stress. 
 
Extensive scientific literature of the above can be referenced for further information including 
Australian Rainfall & Runoff (Ball, et al 2016).  However, the scope of this paper is for practitioners 
and assessors of common hydraulic models to conduct a waterway scour assessment, as below. 

2. BED SHEAR STRESS MODELLING 

Recent advancements in commonly adopted two-dimensional hydraulic modelling software, such as 
TUFLOW and HEC-RAS, have enabled the direct output of bed shear stresses (HEC-RAS ‘face 
shear’) for analysis of scour potentials.  Practitioners can therefore adopt more accurate bed shear 
stress analysis generally as accessible as former velocity based assessments.  A modelling example 
of an actual scour event is detailed below. 

2.1. Tallebudgera Creek 

Tallebudgera Creek is located in the South Coast region of Queensland.  It is characterised by natural, 
relatively steep upper reaches with minor pastoral and rural residential development along the valley 
floor.  Tropical Cyclone Debbie produced over 600 mm of rainfall over 24 hours during March 2017, 
resulting in areas of significant waterway scour.  This event was modelled and assessed in TUFLOW, 
with one of the observed scour areas focussed below. 
 
Figure 1 and 2 illustrates the model topography and aerial imagery pre- and post-event respectively. 
Whilst post-event survey was not available, the aerial imagery provides a relatively good illustration of 
observed scour, including significant vegetation removal from the main channel, northern bank erosion 
and scour surrounding the exposed bedrock. 
 
Figure 3 and 4 presents the event peak flow depth and velocity maps respectively.  Peak flow 
velocities of over 3 m/s are noted surrounding the exposed bedrock and extending downstream, with 
high velocities generally centred about the main channel. 
 
Figure 5 presents the event peak bed shear stress map illustrating high stress areas surrounding the 
exposed bedrock and the main channel banks.  It can be seen the observed scour patterns more 
closely reflect that of the bed shear stress map. 
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Figure 1 Pre Event Model Topography 

 

 
Figure 2 Post Event Aerial Imagery 
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Figure 3 Peak Flow Depth 

 

 
Figure 4 Peak Flow Velocity 
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Figure 5 Peak Bed Shear Stress – Uniform Roughness 

 

 
Figure 6 Peak Bed Shear Stress – Variable Roughness 
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2.2. Modelling Considerations 

2.2.1. Roughness Transitions 

Localised high bed shear stress values may propagate around model roughness transition areas.  
Refer to Figure 6 illustrating polygons defining medium to high vegetation extents (defined from aerial 
laser survey).  These polygons modelled with a higher roughness coefficient ‘n’ of 0.1, relative to the 
overall grid roughness adoption of n 0.06. 
 
Comparing Figures 5 (uniform roughness) with Figure 6 (variable roughness) it can be seen that peak 
bed shear stress has a relatively high sensitivity to the adopted hydraulic roughness, with notable 
differences in high velocity areas.  Therefore, users/practitioners should ensure roughness mapping is 
accurate in critical areas of interest, with high transition areas justifiable. 

2.2.2. Static Bed 

As noted, a hydraulic assessment of design flood flows is generally considered appropriate to most 
assessments, in lieu of a full hydro-morphologic study.  However, the user should remain cognisant 
that static bed models (i.e. typical hydrodynamic models) will not identify the potential development of 
scour areas over an event / timeline. 
 
For example, Figure 2 illustrates an observed scour hole upstream of the exposed bedrock.  The peak 
velocity and bed shear stress maps do not identify this area with concerning parameter magnitudes.  
However, this scour hole most likely developed over the course of the event, with scour commencing 
at the identified high stress areas, dynamically modifying the stream bathymetry and flow regime 
resulting in a progressive migration of the scour hole upstream and bed material downstream. 

2.2.3. Low Depths 

As the flow depth is the denominator of Equation (2), non-real bed shear stress values may result as 
flow depths approach zero.  Assessment of unusual peak map values should be undertaken, 
particularity at shallow depths, during initial cell wetting and/or abrupt water surface drops.  TUFLOW 
can exclude extraction of bed shear stress peak values for low depth conditions (default <0.1 m). 

2.2.4. Structure Links 

Areas around structures are generally are subject to high scour potentials, hence 1D/2D 
connections/links of 1D structures must be modelled with significant consideration to ensure accurate 
flow distributions in/out of the 2D grid.  Otherwise modelling may indicate erroneous concentration or 
distribution of flows, leading to poor prediction of actual scour potentials.   Furthermore, the type of 
model connection should ensure conservation of momentum. 

3. ALLOWABLE SHEAR STRESS 

Waterway scour occurs when the applied hydrodynamic shear stress exceeds the critical boundary 
shear stress.  Extensive scientific literature of critical shear stress for various materials is available, 
such as Fischenich (2001) or Berenbrock and Tranmer (2008), considered outside the scope of this 
paper. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Waterway scour is a direct result of the hydrodynamic shear stresses acting on the bed and banks.  
Recent advancements in hydraulic software capabilities have enabled the direct output of bed shear 
stresses for analysis of scour potentials.   
 
Hydraulic assessments supporting development applications should include peak bed shear stress 
mapping in the place of velocity.  Peak difference bed shear stress mapping of pre- and post-
developed conditions can identify areas of concern, with a focus on frequent event magnitudes. 
 
It is encouraged that applicable guidelines of organisations are updated to determine waterway scour 
potentials off bed shear stress rather than velocity metrics.  Furthermore codes and policies of relevant 
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authorities assessing proposed development applications should be updated accordingly.   
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